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August 3, 1949 

REMARKS TO MR . DRUMOND ' S LET~ER OF JULY 20,1949 
by LEO SZ LARD 

(1) Prior Publication. 

The pertinent passage in t he articll published by F. Joliot and I . Curie 

whic;, anteda t es my patent application, or March 12 ,1934 reads as follows : 

"These elements adnsimilar ones may ~ossibly~be formed in different 

nuclea~ r eacti ons wi th other bombarding particles; protons , deuterons, 

neutrons . For example, K13 could perhaps be rormed by the capture of 

a deute~on in c12 rol l owed by the emission of a neutron . "(Underlin~ ng 
by me, Sz i lard . ) 

I t seems necessary to discuss what Joliet meant by the expression • 

"These elements and s i milar ones". The radioactive elements produced 

by Joliet wer e al1 produced f r om a natural element by a process in which 

a heavy particle (i . e . an alpha particle) is absorbed by the nucleus 

and another heavy parti cle (i . e . a neutron) is emitted. Joliot in 

suggest i ng that a neutr on might be used as the bombard1ng particel ha• 
in mind that a neutron might enter the nucleus or a natural element and 

another heavv particle, e . g . a proton or an alpha particle might be 

emitted . He was not sure t hat even t 1 is will in fact place and hence the 

use of the word "pos s ibly•' . 

rr one t h inks of nrocessesof this type and fr one uses neut f ons of a few 

million volts and does not go to neutrons or exceedi ngly hight energy 

(sue~ as are avai lable to-day but were not avai lable in 1934) one does 
I 

not expect t hat neutrons should produce radioactive elements from heavy 

elements for t he so call ed Coulomb barrier will not permit processes of th1a 

type in heavy elements . ~ ~ 

As one goes f r om l i ght elements 1er elements t he cross section 
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for the production of radioactive elements by neutrons by means of the 

process considered by Joliot diminishes and it becomes practically zero 

for elements heavier than zinc. When Fermi and his group towards the end 

of March 1934 exposed heavy elements to neutrons and saw that they became 

radioactive they were most surprised and were for a short t~e at a loss 

for an explanation. N&utrons of a few million volts energy produce . 

radioactive elements from heavy elements by a process different from that 

envisaged by Joliot, i.8. they produce radioactive elements by entering 

into the nucleus and causing emission of a gamma ray rather than the 

emission of a heavy vharged particle. 

My point is that- prior to Fermi 's discovery at the end of March 1934-

those versed in the art were led to expect that only light elements will 

vield such radioactive elements from natural elements under neutron 

bombardment. 

·~e first statement that it is possible to produce radi ractive substances 

from heavy as well as from light elements is contained in lines 94 861 > rr 

95 of page one of my application of March 12, 1934. 

(2) Proryosal to ~ep1ace the present claim one by an amended claim: 
- ' In order to amend the present first claim so as not to cover what - on 

the hasis of Joliet's suggest1on - anyone versed in the art might have 

expec ted to hanpen and also in order to meet other ~·wxtwt• conceivable 

objections I propose m amended claim along the following line: 

a)The new claim s 1ould cover only the production of radioactive 

elements from natural elements by neutrons of moderate energy 

(say an average energy below five million volts). 

b) The new claim should covPr only the product! n of radioactive 

elements from natural elements by means of exnosing to such neutrons 
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a t~iok l aver of subs t ance containing heavy elements(or if permissible 
we could say "at least 0ne heavy el~ment"). 

c) The new claim might , i f ~esirable, contain a defini tion of the 

term "th1 ck" as meani ng "of the order of magni tude of the mean t"ree 
path nf the neutron for causing nuclear transmutat i on in the 

substance ". 

(:3) Discussion of the above nutl ·' ned amended claim. 

a. Dres t he natent cnnta in a pa t entable lnvent5on described in the spec1f1cat 
i on ? • 
In my ou1nion the pat ent contains t he invention that radioactive elements 
will be produced from the heavier elements by means of neutrons of moderately 
high energies. T is could not have been anticipated on t he basis of Joliot's 
work and the opnosite was in fact bel ieved by t hose versed n the art • . 
We ought not supnor t the proposed amendment on t he ground that the 

' bombardment of heavy elements l eads to more desirable ~adioact!ve elements 
than t he bombardment of 11ght el ements but rather on the ground that it 
leads to di fferent rad oac t ive e1ements • Each such radioact i ve element has 
unique nroperties~ and the production of radinactive elements by means of' 

neut:rnns of moderate energy ~XIlbllluulD - other t han those 

obtainable ~y the bombardment of light e l ements - is of value and an 
advance beyond what t hose versed 1n the art c nsidered pos s ible on March~ 

\ 

1934. 

b. Does t be invention lack definiteness? 

It is true that my patent applicatinb does not assert about any one specit"ic 
element that :tt w11 1 in fact transmute into a rad1oact1ve element. But the 

• appl1cati on treats the transmutation of natural elements into radioactive 
• - I 

elements under the acti f"n of' neutrons aa i.f it were the rule rather than 
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the exceot1on. It ~anpens to be a fact-~v~~ that if a thick 

layer of any natural element is exoosed for a suf'f1eciently long time to 

a sufftciently strong neutron rad1at1 r n rad ractive elements will make 

the r a~pearance ~n the layer because th9 element wi 1 capture neutrona 

and if the resulting new element is not rad oactive it will ccumulate 

i n the l ayer and in turn will capture ne trons producing another new 

e· ement and so forth and so .forth until the original natural element haa 

been b' l ~lt up to the point where it becomes radioaetivel In this sense it 
46 

may be sAid t hat the prescription contained in lines &I to 55 of the second 
/ not 

page of the patent apolication of rch 12 doeS)have the purpose of 

determ~ning w~ ich of the natural elements yields ~ radioactive elemem~ 

but rather to determine which of the natural elements yields ~ ~ 

rad ~ active element we !1!h to oroduce 

), • •! • the one which has the desired half 

lloreover, in a mixture of elements,as described 1n lines 20 to 26 ot oage 

two of t he patent ap~licati rn,in which theheavy elements preponderat b7 

weigh t beauce they are inluded n masses prooort1onal to thei* atomic 

weight , a large fracti 0 n ofgthe neutrons will be absorbed by elements 

that will transmute directly into radioactive elements. ---=-
It seems to me that the prescription given in lines 21 to 45 of page two 

of the aoolication of March 12 , 1934 for the production of ~adioactive 

elements fr r-m heavy natural elements is perfectly wo~kable wi t '1out 

requ1ring any further inventions or discover es. According to this pre-

scrintion a mixture of elements,in certa~n oroporti ~ns, is expoaed to 

neutrons • It is a matter of routine che~istry to separate out from such 

a mixture - after bombardment - the individual chemical elements • It is 

a matter~ r0ut'ne measurments to determine , ror each such element, ita 
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half life period • To offer al1 t hese rad1 oactive elements for sale , to 

let the market determ~ne which one of them is in demand and to leave out 

subsequently from the mixture t hose of the natural elements which do not 

lead to radioac ti ve eJements t ha t are in demand - anpears to be perfectl7 

aeceptable COmMercial procedure that C0U}d be Carried OUt On the baSiS Of 

the prescr:iption contained in the St>ecification •. 

ls:gw , 
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